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MAIL-call - PRESERVING FORGOTTEN MEMORIES
Your memoirs are most welcome to the DAYS OF OUR LIVES and is an effort on my
part to preserve the stories and memories of ASA veterans who served in Turkey. I
welcome articles, BIO’s, stories, etc and certainly hope that ASA Turkey veterans will
contribute their memories and make the DOOL worthwhile. Your BIO’s hopefully will
spur others to contribute.
I will respond to most emails and will assist when needed, but reserve to right to edit for
content and clarity. Please send me any errors, etc contained in the DOOL. It takes
time to prepare the DOOL. I simply cannot understand why and how I started this
newsletter with ONLY a DIAL-UP server.
I want to remind everyone that I need to keep the size of the monthly DOOL to between
10 and 15 mb’s DOOL #253 will be almost 3 mb
ABOUT THE 2013 ASA TURKEY REUNION
The AFTER REUNION report will be included in DOOL #254.
Briefly the 2013 reunion was enjoyed by all. Only one complaint from a disgruntled
ominous chutzpah and gall attendee…. In attendance was 54 veterans who served in
Turkey during the cold war. A total of 101. For those who attended the 2007 reunion at
the Beach Cove go to: http://dool-1.tripod.com and click on #180 and when prompted
type in password veteran.
At the reunion no one knew why Bill Hartranft avoids attending the reunions.
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THE 2013 BEACH COVE REUNION PHOTO
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The editor’s, Elder RC and Patricia M. Green at the 2013 reunion
The Editor: GREEN, Elder RC (gH & Al), YOB: 1936, RA13513638, E7, 982/98C, Det
27, 1-15MY61, Det 120, MY-JL65, Det 27, JN66-OC67 & Det 4-4, OC67-NO68,
(Patty), 3094 Warren Rd., Indiana, PA 15701, 724-471-4899,
asagreenhornet@comcast.net Ret 1SG, E8 –
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO LUTHER and EDNA JONES FOR A JOB WELL DONE IN
HOSTING THE 2013 REUNION AT THE BEACH COVE- - -gH.

LUTHER and EDNA JONES from Sunset Beach, NC
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A THANK YOU TO MAX AND CAROL PUTTER FOR THE REUNION HATS

THANKS MAX and CAROL FOR YOUR YEARLY HATS FOR THE REUNION. Patty
and I and all the attendees thank you for your generous HAT expense and I know that
you do it without trumpets blaring- - -gH

A salute for a WELL DONE to the WHITMAN’S
I recognize a proud ex-ditty bopper and his wife Judy for their reunion contributions and
to let others know that Ken Whitman was the 2012 American Legion Commander for
the State of Delaware. In 2013 he was scheduled to attend an American Legion
conference at Indianapolis, IN as a National Executive Committeeman, American
Legion, Dept. of Delaware. The dates conflicted with the ASA Turkey reunion and guess
what… he opted to attend the reunion at the Beach Cove; however, he had an
alternate represent him at Indy.
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KEN WHITMAN, 2013-2014
At the reunions Ken is the emcee of the door prize drawings along with his wife Judy.
For the 2013 Judy handled the REGISTRATION DESK without any flaws
ANOTHER THANK YOU GOES OUT TO CHUCK and HELEN BERGMANN FOR
THEIR ASSISTANCE IN FORWARDING THE DOOL’s

CHUCK AND HELEN BERGMANN FROM BAY VILLAGE, Oh

IN SICK BAY
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PETERSON, Bam, YOB: 1940, RA17649737, Det 27, OC63-AP65, 955 Ash Ave.,
Barron, WI 54812, 715-637-0466, cell 224-234-8719, evansbep@chibardun.net
Friday, November 01, 2013 - In May, 2013 I had my 3rd colonoscopy and I was told
then that I had cancer of the colon. After a trip to the Mayo Clinic Rochester I started a
22 day treatment of chemo and radiation. Again following protocol I went back to
Rochester and the Mayo Clinic where I had surgery on September 19th. At that time I
was told that most if not all the cancer was removed with a portion of my colon. In
October I started up again on chemo and should finish up on November 27th. Sometime
in December or January, 2014 I will go back to the Mayo Clinic Rochester for a cat
scan. If the cat scan shows that the cancer has not spread to my lymph nodes then
sometime later the surgeon will hook me back up. Cancer of the colon is a downer and
you are always tired but I appreciate the e-mails, phone calls, and cards wishing me a
speedy recover. Bambridge E. Peterson
AGENT ORANGE ELIGIBILITY:

Military retirees, who served in Vietnam between 1962 and 1975 or Korea in 1968 and
1969 are presumed by the Veterans Administration to have been exposed to Agent
Orange and thereby are entitled to disability benefits for specific health conditions
associated with the herbicide. It doesn't matter how much of that illness is a direct
result of Agent Orange. The pre! sumption is a blanket presumption for the years noted.
You do not have to prove it was connected. If you are interested, you will need to have
an Agent Orange registry exam (available at the VA). A registry is not required to
receive VA health care compensation nor does it lead directly to compensation. It is a
step into VA Health Care. For an Agent Orange registry exam contact the nearest VA
facility which can be found in the blue pages of your telephone book under Government
Offices or consult your own physician and refer your physician to the Veterans Health
Initiative (VHI) at www.va.gov/vhi for insight into Agent Orange issues. For more
information about Agent Orange, including VA policy changes, listed health conditions
and disability benefits, visit www.va.gov/agentorange. [Source: Fort Gordon Retiree ENotes, JUL 05]
Some military veterans have not received full burial honors because they do not have
their discharge documents when they died. Since 1950 the discharge form has been
called DD Form 214. That document went by other names prior to 1950, but they all
serve the same purpose. When a veteran dies, the family provides a copy of DD Form
214 or equivalent discharge documentation to the funeral home which uses it to arrange
for an official U.S. flag, honor guard, grave marker and burial in a national cemetery,
according to the veteran's service level and last wishes. But, problems can arise with
veterans who do not have copies of their discharge certificates available at the time of
death. For more information on obtaining a discharge form, contact your county's
veterans services officer. Learn more about requesting a replacement of your DD 214
Discharge Documents and other military records.
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Replacing Military Records

Have you lost important military records and don't know how to replace them? Learn
what to do if you lose your discharge, separation, or other papers.
National Personnel Records Center, Military Personnel Records
9700 Page Blvd., St. Louis, MO
63132- 5100
Specify that a duplicate separation document or discharge is needed. The veteran's full
name should be printed or typed so that it can be read clearly, but the request must also
contain the signature of the veteran or the signature of the next of kin, if the veteran is
deceased. Include branch of service, service number or Social Security number and
exact or approximate dates and years of service. Use Standard Form 180, "Request
Pertaining To Military Records," available from our site (see instructions below), VA
offices or at the VA forms web site (http://www.va.gov/vaforms). It is not necessary to
request a duplicate copy of a veteran's discharge or separation papers solely for ! the
purpose of filing a claim for VA benefits.
Standard Form 180 and Replacing Records
Fortunately, the paperwork involved in requesting records replacement is relatively
simple. The process is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First, get a copy of Standard Form 180, Request For Military Records.
It is not necessary to request a duplicate copy of a veteran's discharge or
separation papers solely for the purpose of filing a claim for VA benefits.
Remember to either type or print on the form.
Fill in the individual's name, social security number, and date and place of
birth in section 1, blocks 1 through 4.
Provide the dates of service in the applicable spaces in section 1, block 5.
Indicate whether or not the individual is deceased in section 1, block 6.
Indicate whether or not the person retired from the military in section 1,
block 7.
In section 2, indicate which medals need to be replaced.
Record a return address and then sign section 3. Only the service
member, guardian, or next of kin may sign this form.
If possible, include a copy of the discharge or separation document,
WDAGO Form 53-55 or DD Form 214.
Mail the completed form and supplementary documents to the appropriate
address, as detailed on the back of SF 180.

The National Archives and Records Administration receives many requests, and a
response may take six months or more. If complete information about the veteran's
service is furnished on the application, VA will obtain verification of service from the
National Personnel Records Center or the service department concerned. In a medical
emergency, information from a veteran's records may be obtained by phoning the
appropriate service: Army, 314-538-4261 - Air Force, 314- 538-4243 - Navy, Marine
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Corps or Coast Guard, 314-538-4141.

TAPS
HARTMAN, Merlyn Bruce, DOB: 18DE1940 DOD: 31JL2012, 71y, 98J, Det 4, 65-66,
(Alyce), 504 Berkshire Ln., Victoria, TX 77904, 361-573-6529,
dearwing@suddenlink,net
Very little is known about this veteran who served on the HILL as a 98J in 65 and 66.
John Owen found this obit and gave it to me at the reunion. Merlyn Hartman was born in
Victoria, TX on 18 Decenber 1940 and passed away on 31 July 2012 in Canada as the
result of a motorcycle accident in Alaska . Merlyn worked 32 years for Union Carbide
and was a member of the First English Lutheran Church. He was a motorcycle
enthusiast and a member of the Gold Wing Road Riders Association, the Christian
Motorcycle Association, a life member of the American Motorcycle Association, a
member of the Bikers of Christ, a certified rider coach at the Victoria College for the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation and a member of the Community Emergency Response
Team (CERT).
He is survived by his wife of 20 years – Alyce. His widow called me seeking to find if I
knew any ASA Turkey veteran who might remember Merlyn. I said no, but informed her
that his name would be listed in the TAPS section of the November issue of the DOOL.
Thus, if anyone reading this - remembers Merlyn B. Hartman – please call his widow at
the above number or email.
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On the right is Merlyn B. Hartman at the Det 4 Mess Hall – Christmas 1965
Many will ask – what the heck does a 98J do? First off – those with MOS 98J were
more or less restricted to assignments at Sinop, Shemya or Chitose. In DOOL # I
posed the question of what does a 98J do. Well – at the 2013 reunion there were 5
devoted and proud ex- 98J’s present,
Ozzie Osswald, John Owen, Gene Schnagl, John Johnson and Bill Childress

MAIL call
BAKER, Jesse, 98C, Det 4, FE65-FE66, Chapin, SC
BEALL, Tom, 98C, RMR’s, Det 27, 65-67, Mentor, OH
BROOKE, Dennis, 058, Det 27, 62-64, Naperville, IL
BRANTLEY, Bernard, 058, Det 27, SE65-SE67, Brooklyn, MI
CADY, Tony, Det 27, NO62-AP64, New Hampton, NH
CARTER, Larry), 05H, Det 27 & 4-4, ‘67-JA70, Sierra Vista, AZ
COURTNEY, Chuck, Det 120, 67-70, Ashburn, VA
DVORIN, Hal,
FRANS, Charles, 98J Shemya 72-78, Devens, 75-78, Santa Fe, NM
HARGUS, Zip, 711 & 059, Det 27 DE60-SE62, Jefferson City, MO
HARRIS, Larry, 71H.20, Det 4-4, FE69-JN70, Richmond, TX
HARTRANFT, Bill, 058, Det 27, 18OC62-27JL64, Ocean City, NJ
HOLLOWELL, Herb, 058, Sinop Det 4, JL58-JL59, Virginia Bech, VA
LENZNER, Ron, 05H, Det 4-4, 68-69, Havre de Grace, MD
LAPP, Dean, MP, Det 4, 10JA66-21DE66, Medina OH
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MALSCH, Chuck, 988RU, Det 4, 64-65, Lindenhurst, IL
NORMAN, Paul, Det 4, JL58-JL59, Gun Barrel, TX
ORR, Bill, 71L, Det 4, DE81-SE82, Fayetteville, NC
POFF, Harvey, 058/H. Det 27, MY64-NO65, Middletown, OH
RAUK, Ed, 059, Det 4, 64-65, Spicer, MN
REDD, Jerry, 058, Det 27, 63-JN64, Sterling Heights, MI
RIDGWAY, Larry, Det 4, 73-74 & 62-83, Stockdale, PA
SALCIDO, Don, 058, Det 27, 66-AU67, Chula Vista, CA
SIMONS, Bill, 058, Det 4, DE59-DE60, Southhampton, NJ
SMITH, Howard, 058, Det 27, 62-63, Myrtle Beach, SC
THOMAS, Charles,E3-E5, Det 4-4, 69-70, (Vivian), 21 Neff Dr., Hampton, VA
VANNOY, Claude, OPS O., Det 27, 65-68, North Wilkesboro, NC
BAKER, Jesse, YOB: 1941, RA, E3-E5, 98C, Det 4, FE65-FE66, (Vivian), 221
Daymark Dr., Chapin, SC 29036, 803-816-4327, jbaker65@sc.rr.com
It was way back in February 2003 that I made contact with Jesse Baker. Guess what..
no correspondence until 4 October 2013 and then it was at the suggestion of ex-Major
Robert Haggard who served as the S1 officer at Det 27.
BEALL, Thomas R., E3-E5, 98C, RMR’s, Det 27, 65-67, (Linda), 6670 Heisley Rd.,
Mentor, OH 44060, 440-255-8642, tbeall@att.net
The above is my current data. I've been receiving the monthly ASA DOOL's for many
years - really enjoy reading them. I attended the 2002 reunion in Hershey PA. Hope to
attend the 2014 reunion. Tom Beall

BROOKE, Dennis D., (DD & Bumpa), YOB: 1943, RA17608528, E3-E4, 058, Det 27,
SE62-3MR64, (Barbara), 1720 Fender Rd., Naperville, IL 60565, 630-983-7296,
vuu73@yahoo.com
Going through old "stuff" and found these: My travel orders to beautiful Tokyo ...er a no
wait...to TUSLOG Det # 27 APO 254 And you know the rest of the story!
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BRANTLEY, Bernard, YOB: 1946, E3-E5, 058, Det 27, SE65-SE67, (Katherine), 2101
Heights Dr., Brooklyn, MI 49230, 517-592-4014, bernard.brantley@lansingmi,gov
Assigned Det 27 Trick Three late 1965 to late 1967 (extended 6 months), went to Bad
Toelz NCO Academy, Spec 5 but they gave me hard stripes. Wilson called me
“Sergeant Rock” Then to Udorn Thailand until September 1968 – and I’ve been
receiving all of the DOOL’s
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I spoke with Reverend Green “several” years ago and was supposed to send a BIO that
he would edit for me. He said at the time that he had spoken with Ron Parezek who
mentioned my name – he tracked me down like only Elder can do.
Some names I remember :
Gary Hulen – from Missouri
“Pete” Calvin Gunn – from Detroit
Phil Holmes
Jerry Falkoner
Rogers Adams III – Deceased – Spoke with his wife Annie several years ago just after
his death
Wells
Jim Hatmaker – Deceased
Jim Crane – Lieutenant
Wilson
McCormick brothers (mike & ?) their dad was a Warrant officer
Charles Sowell
Jim Colton – from New Mexico
Alonzo Lassiter “Nikki” – We called him “Tops” from Florida, I heard (or read in s DOOL
that he’s deceased)
Patterson ?
Ronald Parezek
Will send additional information shortly. Thanks
CADY, Anthony p., (Tony) Det 27, NO62-AP64, 35 Evergreen Dr., New Hampton, NH
04356, 603-279-5927 & 954-832-0776. logsvs@aol.com
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Hi Elder, - Please find attached the menu for Christmas of 1963. I have enjoyed your
postings since the inception and they bring back many memories. Thanks for all your
effort and please continue. Looking forward to November DOOL.

Please note that the above menu’s were received as 2.30 & 2.23 mb’s respectively and
in order to include them herein – I had to print them & then scan – resulting in kb
reduction to 126 & 135 respectively.
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CARTER, Lawrence H., (Larry), SP5, 05H, Det 27 & 4-4, ‘67-JA70, (Petra), 4929 Colina
Way, Sierra Vista, AZ 85365, 520-459-4291

Det 4-Don Cairns, Det 4-4-Larry Carter, Elder & Patty Green at John Hipsley’s
residence in Sierra Vista, AZ in March 2006
Other ASA Assignments for Larry Carter: Shemya, Bad Aibling, Augsburg, 156th ASA
AVN Co, Torii Station Okinawa
It’s true, I was at both Manzarali (’67), closed it down and moved to Karamursel and
stayed there until Jan ’70, when I went back for discharge (and subsequent reenlistment). I was a 058(05H) Morse intercept. I arrived at Manzarali during the Six
Days War in Israel; experienced the big earthquake a few months later; sat on the
barracks roof waiting for the Greek Air Force to calibrate their bomb sights on the
stations prior to bombing Ankara during the Cyprus flare-up in ’67; and then moved on
to Karamursel. My favorite remembrances are grate rubs: when someone got off OJT,
they were dragged around their room with their heads held down on the grates covering
the wiring tunnels. Also, burning carbon paper around sleeping ops and taping the
Comm Center mid shift supervisor to the toilet. At Karamursel, I lived through a couple
more earthquakes, the Seventh Fleet visits to Istanbul, the shoot-out with the American
drug smuggler in Istanbul (Miles, the Special Agent took some of his many ID cards,
drew his weapon and hot footed it to Istanbul to help shoot up the place). Then there
was the time the Turkish NCO tried to smuggle classified info out in his cigarette box
and was almost executed in the parking lot at Ops.
Since I was a “yeni NUG”, I didn’t get too involved with much at Manzarali, but
Karamursel was a different situation. At Karamursel, I was a Platoon and Barracks
Sergeant and Trick Chief as a SP5. My roommate was Brad Bivens (Rumanian
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Linguist). Others I ran with were Trashcan Baker, Allan Burns (Russian linguist and
graduate of Columbia University Law School), Mad Man Mallory (05H), Doug Woodard
(Russian linguist), Gil Sigala (05H), Edgel Whitaker (05H), Bob Stewart (05H). Oh well,
that’s enough for this e-mail. Those were some great times (I extended twice).
From Turkey, I went to Shemya and then on to Bad Aibling (closed it out); to Augsburg;
Fort Bliss at the 156th ASA Aviation Co; to Okinawa for 7 years and finished here at Fort
Huachuca. I now work for the Department of the Interior as a Science and Technology
Specialist administering Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and
other DOD Agency R&D contracts at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
Larry Carter penned the following story of how TRASH CAN BAKER got his famous
name at TUSLOG DET 27. As of 20JL01, Baker is still counted as one of our missing
veterans; he’s seemingly vanished!
“Frank, the Baron Von Trash, Baker” - The Story of how William (“Bill”) Baker got his
famous moniker! Frank was a linguist and a traffic analyst. Bill was known as Frank
because he called everyone Frank after his days at Monterey. He helped his roommate
with his Spanish dialogues and was always “Pablo” who conversed with “Franciso”, the
other student linguist. He thought it was much simpler to always call everyone “FRANK”
as he didn’t want to learn names! Everyone, who knew Baker, soon learned what was
going on, so they started calling him Frank as well. One day, Frank, and the rest of the
Gross Lund Fan Club were in downtown Ankara visiting nightspots and indulging in
alcoholic spirits. On their way back to the AF Yeni Billets to catch the bus back to the
site, they realized they were being followed. They started running for the billets and the
Turks gave chase. They split up and ran down several alleys and escaped the Turks.
Next day over breakfast, the Gross Lund Fan Club realized that Frank was missing so
they went back downtown to find him. Back tracking, they heard some noise from some
55-gallon trash cans down an alley. Inside was Frank. He became known as
“TRASHCAN” after that incident. Frank went to Karamursel with us. MAJ Cima used to
ride him unmercifully about his hair cut and moustache. To stop the pain, Frank shaved
his moustache and his head. Since it was winter, his head got really cold. He found a
leather motorcycle helmet in Yalova and started wearing it around; hence his next name
was coined as “FRANK THE BARON VON TRASH”! Last I heard, Frank had been
working at Shemya as a civilian KP in 1970.

COURTNEY, Charles W., YOB: 1933, CW2, Det 120, 67-70, (Doris), 44435 Cruday
Bay, Ashburn, VA 21147, 703-726-1693, courtcw4@yahoo.com
Unfortunately, I have just been released from the hospital after an operation, and my
doctor does not want me to be traveling for at least another month. Therefore, I will be
unable to attend the ASA Turkey reunion scheduled to be held at Beach Cove Resort
during the period for which I had made this reservation. Please cancel my reservation.
Expenses connected therewith can be charged to the credit card I furnished when I
made the reservation Thank you - Charles W.Courtney
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DVORIN, Hal, hdvorin@comcast.net
Hello EG, You probably don't remember that I found you, or you found me, through
Larry & Judy after I had emailed them regarding a web link that mentioned ASA and my
high school.
Judy Katz graduated from the same high school and elementary school as I did, one
half year earlier. She is a June 1956 Bowen High School (Chicago, IL) alum. I
graduated in January, 1957.
I will send the information on DOOL 252 to a couple of her classmates whose email
addresses I have. Hal Dvorin

FRANS, Charles, 98J Shemya 72-78, Devens, 75-78, (Jan), 1943 Calle Miquela, Santa
Fe, NM 87505, cell: 505-603-5525, crfrans@taosnet/com
Can I get on the list?

Hi, I was a 98J from 1972-1978. I served in Shemya 73/74 and Devens from 74-78.
Regards, Charlie

GERMAIN, Paul, paul.germain@comcast.net
Elder, The SP6 in the SP4 promotion picture is John D. Sharp. He reluctantly
worked for me when Sam Madrid made me the Non-Morse NCOIC and I had my 05Ks
as well as 98Gs working for me. He was an RU linguist and if I remember,
also BU. Please delete the "e" at the end of my name Regards, Paul
HARGUS, Julian D., (Zip), YOB: 1940, RA17577760, E3-E4, 711 & 059, Det 27 DE60SE62, (Linda), 400 Acorn Dr., Jefferson City, MO 65109, 573-893-4267,
ziphargus@yahoo.com

BIO
Everyone wants to know how I got the nickname ZIP. Well, Zip was a childhood
nickname that stuck with me through college. I got rid of it in the ASA, but when I went
back to Southwest Missouri State University to work on my Masters - I ran into an old
friend who called me Zip and everyone cracked up and it stuck. My family and old
friends still call me that. "JULIAN is a rare name, just like ELDER." Julian was my
grandmother's (mothers side) maiden name. Saint Julien was the French Patron Saint
of Winemakers, ergo, I am not a wino but am just maintaining my family tradition, as
Bocephus would say. Will try and kick start my brain for memoirs of my Tour of Duty at
Det 27. When I got to the ASA base 23 miles from Ankara in December 1960 they
assigned me to Hqs Company with duty as the clerk for Lt Col Dempster E. Epperson
who was the Commander of Det 27 at that time. My roommates were Steve Stephens
and Jim Grobe. We also rented a apartment in Ankara for about 6 months – just to "get
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away" to a bachelor pad. Probably ended up being more trouble and expense than it
was worth. Major Forrest Clark was the XO, Major Phillip T. Hutcheson was Adjutant,
Major Humphries was the Ops Officer and Major Lyle J. Garrity took over as Adjutant. I
bought a 30-06 Springfield rifle from Maj Garitty and used it to shoot 2 wild boar. I sold it
back to him when I rotated to the states.

Colonel Van Oosten
I believe that Col Van Oosten was the Det 83 Commander and as such was the senior
ASA Officer in Turkey when I got to Turkey in December 1960. He was one of the
Bataan Death March Survivors and was concerned about the boot care and condition of
everyone assigned to Det 27. Sometime in 1961 he became the Commander of Det 27
and Det 83 was either reorganized or deactivated, but am almost certain that Maj
Hutcheson later served at Det 83. I remember the "hate campaign" in the fall of 1961.
The low point was when Col. Van Oosten ordered everyone to wear their uniforms to
the holiday dinner in the Mess Hall. Very few EM chose to do so. Most of us went to
town or ate in the NCO club – in civvies. Actually, I had mixed emotions showing the
Turks that we were less than patriotic that day. It wasn’t about being ashamed of our
uniforms. It was resentment that boiled over when we had to "stand to it" on our
holiday. Seems silly now, but that’s how I remember it.
Sgt Maj Nash and MSgt Gentry were on Epperson's staff. Teddy Hunter was the Motor
Pool Sergeant. SFC Christianson (sp?) was the NCO Club Manager. Capt Mark L
Diggory was the Hq Company CO, Capt-Major Underwood was OIC-Finance, JD
Ferguson was the mail clerk, Tuggle-Finance, Bailey-Medic, Bradley-Hqs,James Aubrycable splicer, LJ Smith-S1 clerk, Jim Grobe-Special Services, the Oneal (Oneill) twinsHqs, and I need help on the name of the S4 clerk. He designed the Manzarali Mauler
logo and drew it on the mimeograph sheets (I typed the paper which was approved by
PT Hutcheson each time). Major Hutcheson went back to ASA Hqs as the Enlisted Personnel
Assignment.

MY BLACK DODGE - ANYONE REMEMBER IT?
I remember a leave in July 1961. Went to Athens, Greece with Steve Stephens and Jim
Grobe. Had a great time! I bought an old black Dodge in Athens from a USAF GI. He
wanted $200. for it, but when he found out I was taking it to TURKEY, he doubled the
price. Tried to barter with him - no such luck. We drove it back through Istanbul and
returned to Ankara. Sold it legally to a Ankara taxi cab driver for a small fortune of
19,000 lira.
THE TURK PUZZLE RINGS AND GESTURES
The only Turkish gesture that I remember was the left hand on the top of the back of the
right hand and snapping it down on your forearm meaning f*** you. There was also a
"tooth sucking" click that was a profane "no" if I recall it right. The Turkish Puzzle rings.
You weren't an old timer until you could assemble it one handed. Also, how many guys
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remember "flipping" headset cords and tying knots in it, or "burn bag" planes, or
backward chair races? It did get boring sometimes, huh?
I came back to Fort Bragg and met the perfect woman (been married 40 years) had two
boys (one is a computer specialist III for the state and the other is a fraud unit tech in
the State Unemployment Insurarnce Section. We have one granddaughter, 16 years
old, honor student (yeah, I know,brag, brag) and a 3 year old grandson. Luckily, both
live close.

I THOUGHT I MIGHT BECOME A LIFER
I re-upped for 3 years, went to Fort Devens for 982 Traffic Analysis schooling and from
there went to Two Rock Ranch Station, Petaluma, California. We became friends with
Lou Brunner and his wife Joyce at TRR. Knew Lou at Manzarali but got to be best
friends at Two Rock Ranch. Know Jerry Eby (Det 4); Mike Cover (Det 27); and David
Vandiver (Det 27). I told them to contact me if they wanted to "jump in" and I will turn
them over to you when/if they email me. I was fortunate enough to get assigned to
Special Ops and sent to NSA for a year. It was exciting for me but dull for Linda
because I couldn't call her once I got inside the NSA building. Anyway, back to my BIO.
I got out of the ASA and went to work for Firemans Fund Insurance Company in San
Francisco as an auditor for a few years but my wife and I decided to go to Missouri for a
more sane environment to raise the boys. I worked for the state for 30+ years
(developing programs dealing with social programs i.e. welfare, Job Corps, tax credit
programs, school inititives, etc). I did go back to SMSU, BS in Psychology/Sociology
and worked on my Masters in Guidance Counseling. Linda is an accomplished artist
and opened a craft shop in Jefferson City. When I retired, she closed it and we are
enjoying the good life.

PRO AMERICA
I have become very involved in the Pro America rally movement and spend every
Saturday morning in Columbia, MO countering the "peaceniks" protests. Also very
active on a conservative web site -www.freerepublic.com - (100,000 registered). So I
keep busy. I found Steve Stephens on one of these locator sites a couple of years ago
and we keep in touch and are both "relayers" of Elder's DOOL's. Steve and I tried our
damnest to find our old roommate - Jim Grobe but didn't do any good.
I worked for the MO State Gov’t, Dept of Labor and specialized in welfare and child
protection programs for 31 years. I’m now retired.
THE BALLAD OF ASA
I love to listen to the Ballad of ASA and want to make sure others hear it. Go to
www.asalives.com and click on the ballad icon. It is great.
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- 40 years? DAMN, times flies when you're having fun. First, Elder RC Green has done
a fantastic job pulling ASA Turkey vets together. Every ex-ASA Turkey vet should give
him a shout WITH YOUR BIO. I appreciate the heck out of the stories.
HARRIS, Larry E., YOB: 1946, RA12941198, E3-E5, 71H.20, Det 4-4, FE69-JN70,
(Cathy), 1823 Hanover Springs Ln., Richmond, TX 77469, 281-239-2225,
lcharris4651@outlook.com
Hi All, I have recently had some difficulty with my @sbcglobal.net and @hotmail.com
email accounts. Effective immediately, I will no longer receive email via these
services. Please utilize the new address associated with this email or copy and paste
the address below to your address book. Sorry for this action but it is
necessary. Thanks, Larry From my new address: lcharris4651@outlook.com
HARTRANFT, Bill, YOB: 1943, E3-E5, 058, Det 27, 18OC62-27JL64, (Sheila), 728
Battersea Rd., Ocean City, NJ 08226, 609-814-0056, wdhartranft1@comcast.net
Hey guys,
I wanted to share my family with you... we have 5 children and 9 grand children. So
far, everyone is incredibly successful... Pictures are from my surprise 70th birthday
party at my son Bill’s house..see the hat... he’s a middle manager at Verizon...and the
other kids range from Directors in industry to entrepreneurs... One of which owns four
restaurants and two other businesses... Long way from copying Morse.
Firmly convinced I have the world by the ass....and I know it.
Wanted to wish you a successful reunion next week.
Hadn’t planned to go and ain’t it funny how stuff happens? Was run over by a car in the
local Shoprite parking lot. Woman hit me from behind, knocked me out, broke my left
wrist, multiple contusions on my legs, 18 stitches across my forehead...and the DR in
the emergency ward rolled the stitches into the natural crevices of my forehead. How
cool is that?
So, since Aug 18th been home bound, cast, gnarly legs plagued with nasty arse
scrapes, left leg got infected...had to cut out beer for 10 days....aaarrrggghhh, is there
no justice?... The cast is off...no strength in left hand, what a pain in me arse. Got a
few bouquets of flowers from customers, several emails, a few cards. All of my
customers were willing to wait for me to complete their work...wow, I was blown away.
Will go back to work on Monday for light kinda stuff since the left hand is almost
useless.
Celebrated 70th birthday in July...with a surprise birthday.. the wife (St Sheila) pulled it
off with the 5 kids. Billy hosted, Eileen Marie did the invites, Brendan contracted a
brewer for the beer...WD70...(my initial as sign in... WD)which he also sold in his
restaurants. Matt and family and Greg flew in from Phoenix. Man, I kept it together but
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squeezed out a tear or two when I saw several of my customers at the party (120 mile
round trip) plus my cable splicing buddy whom I haven’t seen in 30 years. Talk about
emotions...good Lord.
So, Elder...best to you and the attendees...and Allahsmaladik....

HOLLOWELL, Herb, YOB 1938, 058, Sinop Det 4, JL58-JL59, (Sandra), 4845 Cullen
Road,Virginia Bech, VA23455 (757)460-0294, hhollowell@aol.com
Hi Elder,
Sorry but Sandra and I will not be attending the reunion in Myrtle Beach. We had a
great time last year in Pittsburgh seeing you and Patty and the many new friends we
made. We are sure Edna and Luther will be great hosts and will certainly miss seeing
them.
We had our usual Nana & Granddaddy Summer Camp for three of our grandsons, ages
9, 11, & 12. As usual, we took them to the beach for a day where we rode the waves of
the Atlantic Ocean on bogy boards. I got tossed and wrenched my back. I went to my
chiropractor several times and kept playing golf, filling up on ibuprofen. My lower back
got worse. My Internal Medicine doctor told me to stop taking the ibuprofen as it could
affect my pancreas (I've had pancreatitis several times).
So I haven't been able to play golf for over a month and can't handle driving a car very
long. I guess I have to acknowledge that I am 75 years old, and give up body and bogy
board surfing in the ocean.
Our vote for the reunion next year would strongly be for Lancaster. We have only
stopped there for a few hours a couple of times, and would love to spend some time
there.
We wish all our ASA friends good health and we hope to see you next year. Herb
KEARNEY, Greg, E3-E5, 05H, Det 4-4, SE68-OC71, (Lonnie), 11426 Brawley Rd.,
Hesperia, CA 92345, 760-949-5731, gpkearney@aol,com
I remember taking advantage of the time I spent at Karamursel by traveling and going
on a lot of short trips to the surrounding countryside. One trip in particular was with Ed
Whitaker, Clay Swift, Robert McGomery, and Larry Bickett, in an old Mercury, to a ski
resort at MT. ULADAG. Naturally, we had to go through BURSA just to look around to
see what it was really like.
One other experience I remember well was the first winter I was there, before my wife
came over. I was in the barracks and after one snowfall, a few of us made a snow
woman – a well endowed one wearing only a painted skirt. It was quite a sight and
naturally, the talk of the base. Speaking of wintertime, I think I can still smell that goat
skin coat that Larry Carter wore!
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LENZNER, Ronald M., 05H, Det 4-4, 68-69, 307 Native Dancer Cir., Havre de Grace,
MD 21078, 443-502-2244, ronlenzner@gmail.com

LAPP, Dean A., YOB: 1944, RA15733828, E2-E4, MP, Det 4, 10JA66-21DE66,
(Deborah), 3629 Trails End Dr., Medina OH 44256, 330-723-3629, lappda@bright.net &
deanl@trench-rescue.com - My MASTER ROSTER entry is correct. After Sinop served at Vint Hill Farm Station, Jan. 67 to Aug. 69, E-4 to E-5 MP & Post
Photographer.
MALSCH, Charles J., YOB: 1940, RA16757920, E4-E5, 988RU, Det 4, 64-65, (Joan),
518 Hillcrest Ln., Lindenhurst, IL 60046, 847-356-6387, Charles_malsch@sbcglobal.net
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DLI – Russian classmates: Dean Garrison & Chuck Malsch

NORMAN, Paul N., Det 4, JL58-JL59. (Carol Ann), 104 N Rye Blvd, Gun Barrel, TX
75156, paulncarolann@aol.com
Hi Elder:
I was pleased and surprised to see the web site on TUSLOG Det 4. It is very interesting!
I was In the USASA from 1958 to 1961 and was at Det 4 in July 1958 to July 1959. I
was assigned to the distribution dept. Then there was some wooden barracks and 4
man Quonset huts, I bunked in one of the Quonset huts.
I had a buddy that I was with from signal school at Fort Gordon. We went to Det 4
together and then we both went to the 316th USASA Battalion at Fort Walters, Texas.
We lost contact after our army service. I would like very much to contact him I can not
seem to locate him. I hope maybe he might see this site and contact you. His name is
Richard Senft. Richard was from Glen Burnie, Maryland.
My name is Paul B. Norman. I live in Texas now. Thanks for any help you might give
me. Paul B. Norman

ORR, Bill, YOB: 1942, RA12645894, 71L, Det 4, DE81-SE82, (Carol), 4509 Mobius Rd.,
Fayetteville, NC 28312, 919-678-9960,worr2@nc.rr.com Ret E6
YOB 1942 RA12645894 22Y EBL DE61 BCT Dix, native of nj ret e6
Having been a Document Custodian for all of my ASA assignments (71L40). I would
like to help out with whatever administrative assistance is needed. I have managed an
e-mail data base for several years with over two thousand names. I used the Excel
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spreadsheet. This was part of the Cursillo web site for East Carolina. I am familiar with
HTML formatting as I just gave up the web site for Cursillo East Carolina after 9 years.
Looking forward to hear from you. Bill
PS:
Aug 65 to Nov 65 at Regiment Hqs. awaiting TS Clearance. Nov 65 to May 66 I worked
in the DI's office with MAJ Jefferson Davis III & LTC Samuel J. Bistany. May 66 to Feb
67 EW School at Ft. Huachuca with both officers along with a small staff. Feb 67 to Feb
68 7th RRFS Udorn, Thailand. Feb 68 to Aug 70 USASAPAC Helemano, HI. Aug 70 to
Feb 71 509th RRFS Davis Station TSN RVN. Feb 71 to Aug 71 8th RRFS Phu Bai,
RVN. Aug 71 to Aug 74, VHFS, Warrenton, VA. Aug 74 to Aug 77 307th ASA Bn
(CEWI) Ludwigsburg, FRG. Aug 77 to Dec 81 GIPD ITAC INSCOM Ft. Bragg. Dec 81
to Sep 82 S-3, USASAFS Sinop (Det 4). Sep 82 to Dec 83 SSO, G-2 XVIII Abn Corps,
Bragg, NC. Jan 84 Retired.
For a 71L MOS I got around with some pretty good assignments.
POFF, Harvey E., RA15699851, 058/H. Det 27, MY64-NO65, (Doris), 4808 Wicklow
Dr., Middletown, OH 56042, 513-420-9300, cell 513-594-3100, hpoff@cinc.rr.com
The above is my current info. I also served at the 330th RR Co at Pleiku as a Asst Trick
Chief
RAUK, Ed, RA17672284, 059, E3-E5, Det 4, 64-65, (Kay), 247 Lake Ave N., Spicer, MN
56288, 320-796-2886, ekrauk@charter.net,
I was at last years (2012) ASA reunion in Pittsburgh, but couldn't do this year. We are
meeting one of our sons and family in Germany for Christmas, and then going to live
with them in the small country of Oman for seven weeks.
Plus I am including two others with whom I served at Sinop:
Daniel Servideo, millstream@windstream.net, Jean, 10103 Highway 108E, Mill
Spring, NC, 28756 home phone 828-894-3431, Sinop 1964-65.
Nicholas Poneros, nicholas.peneros@mail.com, Patra, 224 Bushy Creek LN,
Nashville, TN, 27211, c phone 717-572-8058. Sinop 1966-67
REDD, Gerald L. (Jerry), YOB: 1941, RA14765561, E3-E5, 058,TK#4, Det 27, 63-JN64,
(Jeanie), 4180 Anthony, Sterling Heights, MI 48310, 586-977-0616 Cell: 586-2022661, kmaredd@yahoo.com
Chuck: I did not see my name on your spreadsheet, but I do get the DOOL e-mails so I
must be listed somewhere. I have not been able to attend any past reunions but would
like to do so in the fufure. Also if I can assist in any way, let me know. Thanks, Jerry
Redd
Jerry Redd is a retired FBI Agent…. I’m still looking for the photo of Jerry and his wife
Jeanie that was promised on 2AP06- - -gH
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RIDGWAY, Larry, Det 4, 73-74 & 62-83, (Linda), 113 Railroad St., Stockdale, PA
15483, 724-938-2197. larylin@zoominternet.net Ret E8
I thought I could make the 2013 reunion in North Myrtle Beach, but waited before I did
anything. I have been doing cardiac rehab for 30 sessions now and have 6 left. I did
not want to miss the last few as I was building up stamina very nicely. Give everyone
my best and a note to Col Walters. I was at 226 from 66-67 and left the month you
arrived. I was the signal supply specialist on the hill and loved every minute. Known
today what I knew then I would have tried to extend. Good luck to all at the reunion. By
the way, if you did not see national news, my son rescued the baby at the Capital
shootout. Here is a local news broadcast recognizing him.

In the minutes after the Capitol Hill shooting last week, the phone of Stockdale native
Michael Ridgway was flooded with text and voicemail messages.
As the drama played out on live television Thursday, friends and family saw
Ridgway carry away a 1-year-old who was in the car of Miriam Carey, the 34-year-old
Connecticut woman who led police on a chase from the White House to the Capitol
before she was shot to death by officers. Some media reports have indicated that Carey
suffered from postpartum depression or had delusions that President Obama was
stalking her.
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Ridgway, 35, has been on the Capitol Hill police force for 11 years, feeling
compelled to journey to Washington, D.C., after 9/11.
“I felt that’s where I needed to be,” he said.
A graduate of California Area High School and trained paramedic, he was just
about to punch out about 2:30 p.m. Thursday when a report that shots had been fired
outside the Capitol went out.
When he arrived on the scene, he pulled the child out of the car and went with her
in an ambulance to a nearby hospital. “That’s when my paramedic training came in,”
Ridgway explained over the phone from his suburban Washington, D.C., home Sunday
afternoon.
Though he declined to discuss specifics of the incident, since it is under
investigation, he said it was one of the most frightening he had witnessed during his
time on the Capitol police force. Much of his time is spent engaged in routine patrols
and motorcade duty, though he was threatened by a visitor three years ago in a foiled
“suicide by cop” bid.
He is a son of Larry and Linda Ridgway, who live in Stockdale. Many of the calls
and text messages he received Thursday were from people in the borough.
With a population estimated at just more than 500, “it’s a small town, so everybody
knows everybody else,” Ridgway said.
SALCIDO, Donald J., E3-E5. 058, Det 27, 66-AU67, (Yolanda), 590 Azalea St., Chula
Vista, CA 91911, 619-507-6054, donsalcido@att.net
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Thanks for your effort, dedication. perservance, and loyalty
77: Don is from the San Diego area and attended the 2001 Ft Devens reunion. He
stayed in the San Diego Airport and caught the 1st east bound flight to depart that
airport after the 9/11 shutdown. He flew into Pittsburgh, then caught a flight to Hartford,
CT where he rented a car and drove to Fort Devens. Don is a dedicated veteran- - -gH]
Rememberences
I finally decided to provide some history of the things I remembered in the military. I
went to Fort Devens. I was there during the winter of ’65. However, I did not have to
shovel coal which was fortunate. However, because of the spinal meningitis outbreak,
the heat was turned totally off in the barracks and the windows nailed open. I am told
the disease is dormant below 38 degrees. The snow was up to the window sills!I
I remember taking a 17 hour flight to Esenboga Airport outside Ankara from JFK airport,
then taking a military bus with a couple of other guys to Site 23, arriving about 2:00pm,
and was told to sleep in a room as a roommate another guy who had been in the 101st
Airborne. I can't remember his name, however, he was a ditty-bopper like me, and liked
music, rather he liked Ricky Nelson, had about 4 or 5 LP's of Ricky and that is all he
played - day in and day out. To this day, I kind of like Ricky Nelson records - I think
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because I kept out of the room most of the time. I remember the guy who assigned me
the room coming to me about 4:00am and saying I needed to report to the Mess Hall to
assist with serving of food. I may have been a wet behind the ears kid; however, I had
not just fallen off the turnip truck. I said a few expletives to him, rolled over and went to
sleep. My roomy at that time was working mids and I remember him waking me to
introduce himself when he came in - for which I thank him profusely. I told him about the
KP and he laughed, saying I had passed. He said to go with him to breakfast and he'd
show me. Well, I was hungry and went to eat. One of the other two guys who came in
with me from Stateside was there serving food. As guys moved down the chow line, I
could hear some guys saying "You're new here, aren't you?" As I went by, the guy
serving noticed me and said something, I remember saying I was just lucky.
I never lived off post, arriving sometime in early 66 and being assigned to Det 27. I don't
remember what shift I was on. I remember the shift SSGT or SFC, Bergeron (sic). Joe
DeMarsh, a Guy named Gan who unfortunately had a terrible body oder problem and
was continually harassed and excluded from activities because of it. I am not generally
good at names, but incidents I can remember.
The "A" Co. CO decided everyone should march to work, and wanted us to be more GI.
We always thought our motto was, "we're lovers, not fighters." Our then trick sergeant
would have us form up outside the barracks and we would march to work. However,
marching might be an overstatement. He would walk on one side of the street; we would
"march" on the other. In our group, people would be talking, smoking, drinking, and
generally grumbling about how we had to march. He tried to count cadence the first day
to get us in step, for which he received a whole bunch of beer cans, coffee cups, and
other objects thrown in his direction. That ended that and we more or less wandered up
to ops. The CO would get upset and threaten us, and we would "march" to the corner
and then drift up the hill to ops. About this time, the CO also wanted the rooms to be
"military."
There was a lot of frustration with all this military crap and the work at ops slowed down.
This went on for a few days. I was told a message came down from DIRNSA to the Post
Commander saying he had 48 hours to correct the problem, or he would be relieved.
For whatever reason, the marches and inspections abruptly ceased. The downside was
there was an investigation trying to show that a conspiracy existed and we had
mutinied. Investigators come onto the site and questioned a lot of us. To my knowledge,
there was no mutiny, just a whole bunch of frustration. I believe nothing ever came of
the investigation.
I had the fortunate experience to meet a guy who reported in after me and later brought
his wife, Helen over to live in beautiful downtown Ankara. J.C. Bergmann. We were
friends, I remember going to his apartment and enjoying myself. I liked boysenberry
pie, which I could not get in Turkey. Helen was kind enough to get the berries and bake
me one. I have positive memories with regards JC, who I later met again in Vietnam. He
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had some unfortunate experiences in Turkey, but those are his stories. As there was not
much to do.
I went to the movie theater for every new movie. If I did not want to watch the movie, I
could watch the previews of other movies. In the good shoot-um-up movies, people
would yell out things, and get somewhat riotous. It eventually got to the point that some
of us would use the hand pumped water fire extinguishers to have water fights in the
theater. This was normally at a midnight special showing for the guys who just got of
work.
I already mentioned my thoughts on the FOCK ROCK. I really liked that ROCK! How
many Det 27 Ditty-Boppers remember Weed Killers? A guy towards the back of the
room at ops would make a baseball size wad of duct tape and yell to some poor
unsuspecting sap, "Hey Weed" and would throw the Weed Killer wad of tape at the back
of the new guy’s head. If the poor new victim would turn when he heard his name
called "Weed" he would get it in the face. I do remember Great Rubs, or rather Grate
Rubs. I told everyone that I did not say they could not give me a grate rub when I got
short, I just asked the question, "Was it worth it?" I would not go down passively and I
would seriously hurt anyone who attempted to grab me. Well a few days prior to leaving,
I was working, it was hot and I had on a white T-shirt. As I was focused on what I was
doing, I did not notice about six guys sneak up on me until I had a guy on each leg, on
each arm, an arm around my neck in a strangle hold, and one on my stomach. I could
not even twitch, although I tried. They took me behind the line of consoles and laid me
down with my back on the grates. I was really fighting them, so one of the "Weeds" sat
on my chest, while the rest dragged me on the grates, giving me a great grate rub. I
guess revenge is sweet! I was lucky because they did not put the Red India Ink on me. I
think because they saw as they were dragging me, the grates were turning red.
Because of the guy sitting on me, the grates were scrapping the skin of my back and my
white t-shirt was turning red from blood. Just good ole fun! And you know what, it really
was. After my next couple of assignments, I realized just how good we had it at Site 23.
When I left Det 27 in August of 67, I asked to go Stateside, as I wanted to see girls. My
friends were okay, however I always liked girls better. I missed being able to walk down
a street and being able to understand everything. My orders said 265th ASA Co., Fort
Campbell, KY. I did not think too much about this. I had almost 60 days leave coming to
me stateside, however, I only took about 30 and decided to report in to my new unit
early thereby having time to get back and see my girlfriend on Christmas.
I landed in Chicago from San Diego and noticed quite a few puking buzzard (Screaming
Eagle) types around the airport. I got on the DC3 to Clarksville, and it was half-full of
101st Airborne types. I rechecked by orders, and it said nothing about the 101st and I
realized there is usually more than a single organization on a post. Sure enough, when
I arrived at Clarksville, home of the "101st Airborne Division, and as I went through the
gates, I confirmed this was their home post. I again checked my orders, and there was
nothing I had missed. The cab driver had a little trouble locating the company, and when
I got there, it said, 265th ASA Co., (Airborne). They had left the airborne stuff of my
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orders. Had I known, I would have gone to Vint Hill Farms and tried to get them
changed. I had turned down Taiwan, or Paris to go stateside. I reported in, I had
arranged my report time for a 3 day holiday and got there about 2:00 pm so I would
have to time to get set. I went into the squad bay, and met a couple of guys I knew in
Turkey, Craig Clark, and Tommy Nelson. I met a couple of guys who had been with the
82nd who I had gone to Ditty-Bop school with - all Sp5’s. It turned out I was senior by 1
day and I became a team leader. I was in the Army now, and was going to be forced to
be what I could be. However, it was kind of a joke, because, when I had enlisted as a
really dumb turd, I had planned to enlist into the Airborne Infantry. Now the cycle had
been completed. When I got there, I was immediately told - we were on orders to ship
out to Vietnam in 30 days. (I should have remained on leave). One thing led to another
and we did not leave until December 17, 1967. I had a chance to become an airborne
trooper, and even became an instructor’s instructor for teaching repelling out of perfectly
good helicopters. Believe it or not, it was easier to jump out of a perfectly good plane
that repel out of a helicopter. Once you jump, it is all over. Repelling, you have to
control yourself for the hours it takes you to slide down the rope. If you screw up - too
bad! We had to run the Horn, a 3.5-mile jog, every morning in formation along with
10,000 other people in the Division. I kind of liked the run. The advantage was after
such a run, all of the poisons from the devil’s brew you had consumed the night before
would be out of your system and you were ready to work. As we ran, there were
hundreds of guys on the side puking their guts out. Me only once - I do learn! Also,
everyone finished the run!!!! We had an IG inspection just prior to leaving. Because we
were a new unit formed to support the 101st, we did not have all of our equipment. We
would fail because we did not have fire extinguishers. I again said heck with this, and
went and acquired the two fire extinguishers I needed from another unit who left their
equipment unguarded and unwatched. When others saw I had my equipment, their
equipment started to appear.
We passed the inspection, however, I heard another unit in the Division failed. I did a
few similar things in Vietnam. The night prior to leaving Stateside, a fight broke out
between our company and the Engineer Battalion next door. We used the same mess
hall, and since almost everyone was an E-5 or higher, we bucked the food line. Almost
all of their guys were E1-3 and resented our top heavy organization, and upset because
they did not know what we did. Hell, we did not know what we did! We had live ammo
for our guns. An artillery simulator was thrown into one of our squad bays, blowing out
all of the windows, and shaking up the guys in the bay. A couple of our guys opened up
with their M-16's and shots were exchanged. We set up an M60 machine gun and
started shooting at them. We were shooting at each other, however, we did not really
want to hurt anyone, just shoot them. Finally a Company of MP's arrived, stopped the
shooting, put everyone to bed with only minor scratches, and we all left for Vietnam the
next morning - no repercussions
I flew directly from Fort Campbell to Alaska to Japan to Ben Hoa in a C-151 with 13
other guys in my team, a ¾ ton commo van with trailer, and a Jeep with trailer. I was
lucky we got to sit in the navigator’s chair and watch the flight if we wanted to. Guys in
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the troop flights, sat shoulder to shoulder, with their ruck-sacks and rifles under and
between their legs. We made hammocks and slept in the hammocks during the flight.
We had all new equipment, including the commo units and ¾ trucks to put them on. The
only thing, we could not get a crane to lift the units. I said crappola to that and got a
couple of 2 by 4’s put 4 or 5 guys on a side, lifted up the front of the unit, backed the
truck under the front of the unit, then put the two by fours in the back of the unit, lifted
and pushed the unit onto the truck. When other people saw what I had done, everyone
used the two by four method to load their units. When the crane did finally arrive a
couple of days before we were to leave, they said we could not hand lift the units, they
had to be lifted by crane. We sent the guy on his way. When we arrived at Ben Hoa, we
drove off the C-151 which never stopped moving. We had circled the field and watched
it being attacked by rocket/mortar rounds. We were assigned to the unit which I think
was the 101st RRU at Ben Hoa, to learn what we had to do. I then was assigned to
Camp Eagle, between Phu Bai and Hue right after the Tet Offensive of 68. I was
subsequently assigned to the 8th RRU, Phu Bai and served there as my primary duty
station until I left the country. While there I was TAD to a unit called FOB 4 coming back
and forth as assignments required. I never did get to go on R&R. We did some special
work for MACV.
I got back to the states, got out, knocked around, became a Deputy Sheriff, got
medically retired, went to Law School and obtained my JD degree. Worked in law a few
years, but decided I did not like prostituting myself and went to work for State Farm
Insurance, (not in law). I still work for them in claims, have a business on the side, and I
just become reunited with my wife, have a daughter in her 3rd year at college, a son
starting high school. I always think I have led a rather mundane life. However, when I
think about some of the things I have done, (some of the things I have left out because
of security reasons) I have had some excitement in my life. I just can’t remember when
it was because of the boredom between the excitement. Thanks for the opportunity to
send this rather long missive to you, however, you asked for it Thanks for now. I will try
to make the 2nd Reunion
[[Don caught the first flight out of San Diego - to Pittsburgh - to Hartford, then rented a
car and drove to Fort Devens for the 1st reunion. That's what one would call TRUE
DEDICATION - Thanks for the BIO. It's already in the 2002 Edition.- - -gH]]
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SIEBENALER, Frank, YOB: 1943, RA17615257, E3-E5. 058, Tk#4, Tk Chief, Det 27,
SE62-4MR64, (Judy), 1213 N. Lake Shore Dr., Lake City, MN 55041, 651-345-4477,
fsiebenaler@gmail.com
Elder, The below picture is of Wes and Sharyn Lienke's granddaughter and my grand
niece.

She is holding this year's Christmas Target ad and if you look in the lower left hand
corner of the ad she is holding a doll in the ad.
Wes and I both were stationed at Det. 27, but did not meet each other until the
Gaithersville reunion.
Warmest regards,, Frank Siebenaler

SIMONS, Bill, PFC, 058, Det 4, DE59-DE60. (Patricia Anne), 155 Newbolds Corner Rd.,
Southhampton, NJ 08088, 609-859-9483, billsimons@yahoo.com
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Bill Simons at the 2002 reunion
Bill currently maintains the Det 4 Sinop website and the http://dool-1.tripod.com website
that includes most of the issued DOOL’s. He is presently working up the fee’s for those
websites and our treasury will reimburse him. FOR THOSE WHO DON’T KNOW –
BILL SIMONS AND MARK HAMILTON were the trailblazers for the veterans who
served at Det 4 and Det 27 respectively. They started finding veterans in 1998/89- - -gH
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SMITH, Howard, Det 27, 62-63, (Lynne), 1996 Heritage Loop, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577,
803-312-4617

L-R: Walcynski, Auker, Polak, Phil Ort, Haug, ?, Merrick, Bayliff, Jim Maybray, Ellis,
Negus, Haas
From Bill Hartranft right to left:
Vernan G Negus...left before I did...in July 64..058.. really a good guy....loved his
country western music...one of the first guys I met who didn’t use any hair cream or gel
in his hair... now..no one does, Vern was 50 years ahead of himself...which made him
probably minus 30 years old.
James A Mabry left to go to Germany before I left...we had a last night in Ankara at the
NCO club. “Moms” insisted we drink gin and tonics. I am a beer drinker... had a few G
& Ts, went to go to the bathroom and stood up..knocked the table over, fell flat on my
face...remember the ride back to Det 27 as a swirl... remember Jim waking me up to
say good bye...
I don’t recognize the last 4
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In the back...Polak, don’t think that’s Ort..but a guy who was a re-up, Smith, Billy Bailiff,
Ellis on shoulder and Haas...
Sent this to Vern...so he can see how ...well, never mind.

`
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I’m wondering how many of you Det 27 veterans remember what was in this building on
the left. Most of you visited it every day when you were on Manzarali. See the end of
this DOOL for the answer.

Most ex-DET 27 veterans can relate to this ABI all dressed up as a worker. This photo
was taken next to the football field at Manzarali and the sight of the TREE’s should bring
a smile to those tree plantings in the early stage of life at Det 27.
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STONSKA, John
John Stonska'John Stonska's Page

ATTN: ALL 98J’s
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 07:18:22 -0800 (PST)
Subject: Sinop 9/68-11/69; 1/75-2/76; 1/79-3/79
To: John Stonska <jstonska@yahoo.com>
How many out there remember Harry Craft BH-III NCOIC or Dale Ivan Patchen
(SFC) 68 - 69?
What about Phil Rettew, Harry White, Steve Gerber, Tom Jamieson, Ed Cameron,
and a bunch of other 98J's. I will always remember the trick flicks when
Green Berets was playing and Wally HIga, Robert (Rocky) Kahn, and a couple
other guys who had been "MENEHUNIS" at Devens "starred" as VC and NVA in
that movie and had to point themselves out at each showing!
I'll never forget Roland getting blitzed in the club and a bunch of drunken
GI's trying to help "Mohair" and the other club staff chase a drunken Eshak
out. I also remember CSM Boyette - Sinop's very own Green Beret CSM. Doc
David at the dispensary, 1SG "Doc Savage" at the Main Ops Company. 1SG
Savage put up a sign on the quad that said "A CO - CAN DO - WILL DO" a
little one like a guidon and down at Lincoln Hall we used a 4 x 8 sheet of
plywood with a slovenly GI sitting on a case of beer with empties around him
(just like the BH-III cups!) and the slogan "HHC, Can't DO, AND WOULDN'T IF
WE COULD". Boy did that cause phone calls after the morning jogs by the
officers.
I remember all the good songs being locked up in the safe at KBOK. Couldn't
play "Vietnam Rag", "Makes a fellow Proud to be a Soldier" (In fact, Tom
Lehrer was totally off limits), "Je T'Aime" was banned at request of
Chaplains - too erotic. It was GREAT to be assigned to the "Sexless Society
of Sinop". Wish I could remember the name of the pilot that used to do the
comedy routines on KBOK with the "Sun-n-n-n-Day-y-y-y-y-y-a! At Akkliman
Dragway!!! "
This was all on the first tour - the fun one. 68 - 69. I was trick trash and
loved it! I remember the infamous "Grenade Stamp" at Bankhead (For you eskis
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the vans evolved into Bankhead III; for you yenis, it was later determined
to be a real circus and renamed Hippodrome (or Hippy Home!) Later it would
be unofficially renamed "Starship Hippodrome" and I still have my hat and
crewmember patch!
My second tour was radically different. I was a day puke and the Turks
closed all ops over Cyprus. I worked in Post photo lab for 6 months. I got
to greet Turks at doors to Hippy. Also was on a rapid reaction force created
to respond to terrorists threats. Actually issued out the old M-14's with
magazines and ammo. Lots of retraining in 75 to teach the young troops about

the M-14 versus the M-16 they were trained on. When the Turks finally gave
us a BAR and 60mm mortar, we realized this threat was serious! We
temporarily lived in Alice's while the alert was on. Jay Waldman and Kaneta
Saum were two of the watch officers out at Hippodrome. "Rapid Robert" Bob
Menscher(sp) was the S2 NCOIC, and Dave Davis (aka "General Electric") was
the Electronic Maintenance, SFC Eddie Washington made Warrant while he was
there and stayed on at Hippodrome, Mike Stoddard made Warrant and moved on.
Randy Cunningham was the NSA Rep for IA at Hippy. My third time was a visit
- there to teach a class to the 98Js arriving to re-open Hippy in 1979.
I better stop now, the more I write, the more I remember!
I'll stop this diarrhea of the keyboard now. I retired 1993 as the S3 SGM
for the 513th at Ft. Monmouth.
Would like to hear from anyone of that period. Please feel free to e-mail or
write: PO Box 443, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703, or call (732) 922-6422.
TARR, Ronald K., YOB: 1940, RA13718662, E3-E4, 059, Det 4, 62-63, (Janice), 1935
Toucan Way, Sarasota, FL 34232, 941-3930, r.k.tarr@comcast.net
Called Ron Tarr on 31 October 2013. Very interesting and worthwhile chat. Ron has
agreed to write his memories and submit it to me for inclusion in a DOOL. More later.
THOMAS, Charles,E3-E5, Det 4-4, 69-70, (Vivian), 21 Neff Dr., Hampton, VA 757-8501417, csthom65@yahoo.com
Good Morning All, I just wanted to send my apologies for Vivian and I. We will not be
coming to the 2013 ASA Turkey Reunion. It was a hard decision to make. I know you
guys will have a great time.
I'm looking forward to seeing the photos, e-mails, and in the DOOL.
Chuck Thomas sent me 10 photo’s taken at Karamursel. Due to the kb’s I’ve posted
three of those photo’s below. The rest will be pasted in future DOOL’s
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Chuck Thomas – Look at this – I made SP4

Need help IDing these 6 4-4 vet’s

Chuck Thomas posing at KAS

Bless you all and may God let us do this again in the near future.
Later, Chuck SP 5, O5K, ASA All the Way!
VANNOY, Claude E., CPT/Maj, OPS O., Det 27, JN65-JN68, (Ginny), 177 Welcome
Home Rd., North Wilkesboro, NC 28659, 336-667-7036, vace@charter.net
Email to Robt Haggard & Cc to me: Robert, here are some notes to refresh your
memories. SFC Elder Green, Lt Walters, and Cwo Gene Cram relocated about one half
of Det 27 Operations to Karamursel, Turkey which became TUSLOG Det 4-4. Elder
Green retired from the army as a 1ST Sergeant and moved to PA and got a College
Degree in Mining Engineering. His second career was in the PA Mines. He started up
the "Days of our lives" (DOOL) newsletter for those that served at Det 27, Det 4, and
Det 4-4, to preserve the memories of those that served in one of these units. He
continues to publish the newsletter and hold an annual reunion for those that wish to
attend. Claude
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THE ANSWER: IT WAS THE MAIL ROOM AT DET 27

THAT’S ALL FOR #253.
STAY TUNED FOR THE 2013 AFTER REUNION
REPORT. I WILL APPRECIATE YOUR COMMENTS
ABOUT THE REUNION AND PHOTO’S THAT YOU
TOOK DURING THE REUNION.
TKS- - -gH (Green Hornet)
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